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A wonderful ASI convention

T

producer and serve as Maryland’s official ASI
delegate.

We had a five-member Maryland delegation,
which allowed us to spread out to attend many
more meetings, and share information on what
we learned. And
Patricia Sanville our delegation was
diverse.
is an MSBA board member.
• I am a smallflock wool sheep

• Jeff White represented us in all things
presidential during the meetings, and followed
the animal health track and the American Lamb
Board sessions.

his January I had the honor and privilege to
represent Maryland at the American Sheep
Industry Convention in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Some 2020 convention presentations
Below is a sampling of some of the
presentations made in Scottsdale, Arizona.
Go to https://sheepusa.org/eventspastconventionpresentations to view or
download them.
Wool Education & Promotion – Christa
Rochford, International Wool Marketing
Coordinator
Brooklyn Tweed & American Wool – Luigi
Boccia & Stephanie Engle, Brooklyn Tweed
Development of a Fine Wool Index
Future Sheep Genetics Research at ARS
Katahdin Genetic Activities
The Mickel Project (using RFID to aid in genetic
selection of superior lambs)
USMARC Update (OPP genetic research, etc.)
Future of Traceability
Scrapie Program Update
Secure Sheep and Wool Supply Plan
The Dynamic Interplay Between Parasites and
Immunity in Sheep
Economic Tools For Sheep Producers
Seasonality Study
Helping Consumers Answer the Question: “Why
American Wool?”

• Emily Chamelin-Hickman represents us on
the ASI Wool Council as well as on the Shearer’s
Council.

• Andrew Keller is farming sheep on a larger scale
than many MSBA members and is implementing
many newer tracking programs to get the most
out of his flock. Andrew also sat in on animal
health discussions.
• Ollie King was there as a new producer and
went along to see what ASI is about. He was able
to take advantage of the free registration that
MSBA received in exchange for the use of our
artwork in the gift package handed out to each
attendee. Ollie was a second set of ears in the
genetics forum.
Interesting things are happening in the industry.
A fine-wool consortium is being formed with Dr.
Alison Crane of the University of Kansas heading
up the project. There was also the report on the
“Mickel Project,” which is using ASI’s Let’s Grow
Funding to focus on genetic selection using
estimated breeding values (EBVs). (See box for a
partial list of presentations.)
One convention information session gave us a
greater understanding of the four types of grant
money available to us, and the importance of
making use of these monies.
And so we did! Upon returning home, I
successfully applied for two grants. Funds
obtained through the Let’s Grow Mentor
Program were to be used during the Maryland
continued on page 14 
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Pandemic forces
cancellation
of Maryland
Sheep & Wool
Festival.
[see p. 14]
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off the discussion by handing out copies of our
great newsletter as an example of a benefit our
organization provides to members.

President’s
Message
Winter
chores and
the ASI
convention
Jeff White
is MSBA President

G

reetings fellow shepherds! It's been a busy
winter with farm chores, family and friend
gatherings, and the time demands of lambing.
In addition, I had the opportunity to attend the
American Sheep Industry (ASI) conference in
Scottsdale Arizona.
One event at ASI I look forward to is the
Presidents’ Breakfast. The states send their
president or representative to discuss the state of
their organization over the morning meal.
Not to brag, but our reputation proceeds us, with
our festival being so well admired. I got to kick

Below: ASI chose the art of our 2014 Catalog Cover Art Contest winner,
Ken McNeill of Fuquay Varina, North Carolina, for the notecards given
to attendees. Bottom: The Maryland crew at the ASI convention (sans
Ollie King): Emily Chamelin, Patty Sanville, Jeff White, and Andrew
Keller.

An overarching theme of the states attending is
how to increase membership and get younger
people involved. Some ideas and events discussed
by states include having a bred ewe sale, ram
sale, lamb social, and cooking tours. Some states
have annual conventions; the representative from
Michigan said theirs rivals the ASI conventions.
All food for thought for our organization.
Another interest of mine at ASI is the sheep
health track. It is hard to believe there are sheep
health products that are readily available in other
countries but not in the United States. I am
looking into how to get more involved with this
group.
Another point of Maryland pride: ASI asked
to use some Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival
artwork for ASI notecards, included in the
bag of bling provided to participants. It was a
pleasure to receive that package and to see others
appreciate it.
And last but not least, other members attending
ASI along with me were Emily Chamelin, Patty
Sanville, Andrew Keller, and Ollie King.
Until next time, all the best.		

-Jeff

Maryland Sheep News is published four times
a year by the Maryland Sheep Breeders
Association, Inc., and is sent to MSBA members.
See back page for membership application.
Contact the editor for permission
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We are getting closer to the goal of eradicating
scrapie in the United States (allowing us to join
Australia and New Zealand as certified scrapie-free
nations). Getting over the finish line may prove
to be the hardest part. In coordination with the
American Sheep Industry, MSBA has initiated
an effort to educate shepherds and encourage
participation in the final stages of this campaign.
A series of articles in this and future issues of
Maryland Sheep News are part of this endeavor.

W

e’ve been putting scrapie tags in our
sheep’s ears for nearly two decades.

Now’s a good time to brush up on why: the
disease, its history in the United States, the
history of the eradication campaign, and the
goals set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
for this year.
Scrapie is a fatal, degenerative disease of the
nervous system affecting sheep and goats. It
is one of several Transmissible Spongiform
Encephalopathy (TSE) diseases (so-called
because of the spongelike holes they leave in the
brain). Other TSEs are chronic wasting disease
in deer, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in humans,
and mad cow disease—which is believed to
have come from cattle feed made in part from
rendered scrapie-infected sheep carcasses.
Scrapie was first recognized as a sheep disease
more than 250 years ago. The first known case in
the United States occurred in sheep in Michigan
in 1947, believed to have come from imported
stock. The first diagnosed U.S. case in a goat was
reported in 1969.
The scientific knowledge to understand
scrapie came much later, in the 1990s, when a

National news
& views
neurologist at the University of California coined
the term prion and the theory that it, and not a
“slow virus,” was the cause of TSEs. (In 1997 he
won a Nobel Prize for the work.) It is the most
widely accepted theory of the disease.

Getting rid of

And to make things more complicated,
there are scrapie variants. “Classical” scrapie scrapie once
is the focus of the eradication effort, with at
least two strains known. An atypical version and for all
of scrapie identified in Norway in 1998,
called Nor98-like scrapie, was diagnosed in the
Martha Polkey
United States in 2007. It is currently considered a
is editor of Maryland Sheep
sporadic disease of sheep and goats that is either
not transmitted or transmitted at levels too low to News.
sustain infection under natural conditions.
Patricia Sanville
Prions are infective proteins, misfolded versions
of a normal protein that is abundant in the
brain and spinal cord. The scrapie prions force
normal proteins to misfold, and those prions
then accumulate, causing cell death and a
destructive chain reaction in the brain. Prions are
smaller than the smallest known virus. They are
measured in nanometers (a billionth of a meter)
and have not been completely characterized by
scientists. But they have been photographed (see
image page 4).

is an MSBA board member.

In a nutshell: What you need to know about scrapie
• Scrapie is a fatal, contagious disease
of sheep that the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the American Sheep Industry
Association want to eradicate from the United
States. Accomplishing that goal will help
both domestic breeding stock sales and
enable export of U.S. stock—as well as stop
economic losses to individual producers who
unknowingly have acquired infected stock.
• The disease is spread to lambs of infected
ewes and other stock that are exposed to
birthing fluids and tissues.
• Average onset of symptoms for lambs
exposed at birth is after 3 years of age, but
the infective agent can be spread before the
onset of symptoms.
• The eartags producers have been required
to apply since 2001 have helped trace flocks
that are harboring scrapie-infected animals.
Infected animals identified in source flocks
have been disposed of, with steps taken to
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

ensure the infective agent does not infect
other stock.
• That effort has been very successful, and
monitoring continues through testing of stock
through commercial channels.
• As fewer infected animals go through
slaughter channels, the final, more
challenging step is getting enough samples
for testing of animals that die on the farm.
There must be enough samples to guarantee
that there are no cases in the nation (for a
prescribed period of time).
• YOUR HELP is needed to help the nation
achieve this final stage of the eradication
process. If you have animals die on the farm,
submit samples for testing. If you have an
ill animal that exhibits symptoms consistent
with scrapie, engage your veterinarian and
contact your state’s Animal Health Laboratory
to arrange for assessment, diagnosis, and
testing of tissues.
3

spread to other animals and other flocks before
clinical signs are observed in the first infected
animal.

An electromicrograph image
of a scrapie prion (stained
dark), with an aggregate
of “crystal” subunits at
each end. The black bar at
lower right measures 100
nanometers in length.

In addition to being resistant to cellular
degradation processes, prions are also resistant
to degradation in the environment and can
withstand exposure to extreme temperatures, mild
to moderate acidic and basic environments, and
radiation, presenting a challenge to environmental
decontamination.

The most common natural route of transmission
is believed to be through oral ingestion of the
agent, though it
can enter the body
Infected and source flocks,
through other
New statuses by year (FY 1997-2020)
means, such as by
contact with eyes,
abraded skin or
mucous membranes.
The scrapie agent is
thought to spread
primarily from
infected ewes/does to
their offspring and
other lambs/kids, and
less frequently to adult
sheep/goats, through
contact with the
FY 2020* Sheep and Goat State
placenta, birth fluids,
Sampling Minimums and State
and/or contaminated
Collections - District 1
lambing/kidding areas
at or shortly after
parturition.
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Genetics also play a role in susceptibility to
infection and the incubation period. Many are
familiar with the genetic testing showing that
animals with a RR configuration of amino
acids at codon 171 are resistant to scrapie. RQ
provides some resistance. More than 99 percent
of classical “valine-independent” cases of scrapie
in the United States have a QQ configuration.
Codon 136 also plays a role in scrapie
susceptibility, with animals possessing AA
resistant and those with VV susceptible to
"valine-dependent" scrapie. There is increasing
evidence that in goats, codons 146 and 222 are
associated with classical scrapie susceptibility and
resistance.
Symptoms
Clinical signs of scrapie vary widely, and initial
symptoms are similar to those of many other
sheep illnesses, from meningeal worm infections,
polioencephalomalacia, external parasites, and
consumption of toxins to ovine progressive
pneumonia and listeriosis. But unlike with those
diseases, once clinical signs are seen, the animal
always worsens and succumbs within 2 weeks to
6 months, rarely longer (although some animals
die suddenly before the onset of clinical signs).
Signs of the disease are:
• weakness of any kind, not including those
with visible traumatic injuries, and no other
sign of scrapie. Signs of weakness may include
stumbling, falling down, or difficulty rising.
• significant weight loss, despite retention of
appetite, in an animal with adequate dentition.

The average age of
onset of clinical
signs of scrapie is
40-44 months. It is
an insidious disease
with a 2- to 5-year
incubation period,
during which time an
infected ewe may be
shedding the scrapie
agent before showing
clinical signs. The
disease can thus

• increased sensitivity to noise and sudden
movement.

Graph and table from
the National Scrapie
Eradication Program
January 2020 Monthly
Report.

Eradication

• tremors, stargazing, or head pressing
• bilateral gait abnormalities (not including
abnormalities involving only one leg or one front
and one back leg). Signs of gait abnormalities
may include: incoordination, high-stepping gait
of forelimbs, bunny-hop movement of hind legs,
swaying of hindquarters.
• repeated intense rubbing accompanied by bare
areas or damaged wool in similar locations on
both sides of the animal’s body or, if on the head,
both sides of the poll.
As far back as 1952 there have been efforts to
eradicate scrapie from the United States. The
final drive for eradication began in 2001, when
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

scrapie regulations were revised to require the
official identification of sheep and goats not in
slaughter channels (except low-risk commercial
goats) and any sheep over 18 months of age in
interstate commerce with some exceptions.
In addition, the revision required states to
implement and enforce official identification of
most sheep and goats on change of ownership
intrastate in order to move sheep and goats
interstate with minimal restrictions.
Testing of animals at slaughter, traceback to
infected farms, identification, removal, and
monitoring infected animals has resulted in a
phenomenal drop in cases (see graph, p. 4, center
left).
In order to find the remaining scrapie infected
sheep and goats and to demonstrate to the world
that the U.S. is scrapie free, the push is on for
more sample submissions from mature sheep and
goats that die on farm. The table (p. 4, bottom
left) shows number of samples required from
each state in District 1.
The three parts of this campaign are:
• Educate yourself on the signs of scrapie.
• Report by contacting your State Veterinarian
to conduct testing on your animals over the age
of 12 months if you suspect scrapie. This will
increase efficiency in identifying those infected.
• Submit the whole head from any sheep or
goat over the age of 18 months that dies or is
euthanized on your farm.
Need Scrapie Tags?
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) no
longer supplies free plastic tags.
You can order those from a list of approved
suppliers (see https://www.aphis.usda.gov/
aphis/ourfocus/animalhealth/animal-diseaseinformation/sheep-and-goat-health/nationalscrapie-eradication-program/CT_To_Order_
Ear_Tags).
You can still get the metal tags free (but you
might want to ask your shearer about that).
If you live in Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia,
or Virginia, contact Chris Helbig, USDA APHIS
Office, Richmond, Virginia, 1-804-343-2569.
Have your 5-digit APHIS farm number, and the
number on the last tag you have, at hand.

Points of contact
for scrapie submissions

National news
 and views

Maryland and Virginia
Dr. Mark Remick
Mark.A.Remick@usda.gov
Phone: 804-343-2561
Fax: 804-343-2599
USDA APHIS Veterinary Services
Attn: Field Operations
400 N. 8th Street, Ste. 726
Richmond, VA 23219-4824
Pennsylvania
Dr. Michael Kornreich
Michael.A.Kornreich@usda.gov
Phone: 717-540-2763
Fax: 717-782-3809
USDA APHIS Veterinary Services
Attn: Field Operations
2300 Vartan Way, Ste. 250
Harrisburg, PA 17110
If you live in another state, go to this link
to find your agent: https://www.aphis.usda.
gov/animal_health/contacts/field-operationsdistricts.pdf.

The latter task is not for the faint of heart—but
detailed instructions (“Whole head collection
procedure”) are provided (for download as a PDF
at https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/
animal_diseases/scrapie/downloads/wholehead_
submission.pdf).
Sources
Grady, D. 2003. “Sheep ailment may hold clues
to mad cow disease.” New York Times, December
3, 2003.
W. Holger et al. "Structural studies of the scrapie
prion protein by electron crystallography." Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. March 19, 2002, 99(6), 3563–
3568. (image of prion accessed online at https://
doi.org/10.1073/pnas.052703499)
USDA National Scrapie Eradication Program.
January 2020 Monthly Report, Fiscal Year 2020.
USDA. 2017. Control and eradication of scrapie.
NVAP Reference Guide. Accessed 3/2/2020.
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/
animalhealth/nvap/NVAP-Reference-Guide/
Control-and-Eradication/Scrapie
USDA, APHIS, Veterinary Services. 2012.
Scrapie: An overview of the disease and the National
Scrapie Eradication Program.
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Management

Image by Barbara Klein,
of Nancy Cox Starkey’s Kep

W

hy do you need a guardian dog? Shepherds
who have awakened in the wee hours to
the eerie sounds of (seemingly) at least a dozen
coyotes yelping and crying in a boneGuardian dogs: chilling chorus near their pastures know
answer. Depending upon where your
Selection the
farm is located, you can add the following
and care list of predators to the list of suspects:
• bobcat

Lee Wright
owns Rolling Spring Farm
and is superintendent and
senior research associate at
Virginia Tech’s Southwest
Virginia Agricultural
Research and Extension
Center in Glade Spring,
Virginia. This article is
based on his talk at the
January 2020 Virginia
Shepherds’ Symposium.

This is the point at which
90 percent of shepherds
seek a guardian dog, says
Wright. “A puppy will not
stop this from happening,
and good mature dogs can’t
be bought, so plan ahead.”
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• fox
• bear
• turkey vulture (red head)—keen sense of smell,
carcass feeders
• black vulture (black head)—keen eyesight, will
kill lambs, kids, and calves
• eagles (will attack lambs)
• neighborhood and stray dogs, or packs of dogs.
Haven’t seen any of these? Well, that’s because
they are good at what they do— procuring meat
stealthily.
Although unseen by you, those predators are
always around. They are smart and observe
routines. Whenever they observe an opportunity,
they will take it. Your guardian dog needs to be
with the flock, and kept in a normal routine,
around the clock.
The job of a good livestock guardian dog is not as
much to kill a predator as it is to offer a presence
to deter those predators from attacking. Your
guardian needs to be seen, heard, and smelled by
predators, daily.
The impetus for
acquiring a guardian
dog, most unfortunately,
often is after flock
owners have awakened
to find savaged and dead
livestock. Wright reports
that this is the point at
which he receives most
requests for guardian
dogs.
The next false
assumption made by

those seeking a livestock guardian dog is that
getting a puppy and throwing it out into the
pasture will automatically solve the problem. A
puppy, no matter how well bred, is not a magic
wand that will solve the problem. A puppy is a
puppy, and needs training to bring its genetic
predispositions to useful fruition. And “good”
mature dogs usually can’t be bought. Plan ahead.
Do your research
Find a notable breed you are interested in.
There are a number: Maremma, Great Pyrenees,
Anatolian, Kangal, Kuvasz, Sarplaninac, and
more. Most are breeds originating in Europe,
Eurasia, and the Near East. Many of these have
been introduced in to the United States as a result
of research by Ray and Lorna Coppinger, who
in 1976 founded the Livestock Guarding Dog
Project at Hampshire College in Vermont, which
was a long-term investigation into the behavior of
what was then a new kind of dog for farmers and
ranchers in the United States.
The breeds vary in their aggressiveness and
habits, but individual characteristics in any
breed populate the spectrum of behavior. “Often
there are more differences between pups in any
one litter than between the breeds themselves,”
state Orysia Dawydiak and David Sims in their
classic book Livestock Protection Dogs: Selection,
Care, and Training. Cross-breeding can offer
advantages and/or disadvantages. But essential to
any crossbred is that both parents are guardian
dog breeds.
A border collie-Maremma cross is a train wreck
of behavioral genetics. The herding dog half
wants to express what is essentially (controlled)
predatory behavior; the guardian dog half wants
to express aggression to that very behavior.
Likewise, beware of shelter dogs that are offered
as “guardian dog crosses.”
Guardian dogs are individuals, no question,
Wright noted, and will have varying approaches
when it comes to predator threats. One of
his dogs is hyper-vigilant about aerial threats
(vultures and hawks), while the other appears
barely to notice them. One dog may stand guard
over a newborn fawn in a pasture; another
may kill it. (Deer generally avoid pastures that
guardian dogs patrol, which may lower the threat
of meningeal worm infections, and prevent the
Bambis from harvesting your stockpiled winter
forage.)
Picking a dog
Just as you do research prior to acquiring
breeding stock, you’ll want to get to know the
breeder you are thinking of buying from. You do
want the dog to come from working parents, so
ask to see them.
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

Ask about the pros and cons of the breed, and the
parents. All have both, so seek honesty, Wright
advises. Make sure the pups are raised with
livestock, and exposed to people—they need to
be socialized to both early in life.
The best guard dog for you will be raised as a
pup, by you, on your farm! A pup aged 8 to 10
weeks is ideal.
Training
It’s not easy raising good puppies. But you’ve
spent the money to buy one, and the investment
of your time to raise it properly will pay back
over the dog’s lifetime. Large breed dogs have a
typical life expectancy of 8 to 12 years. (Do keep
in mind that costs and expenses for your farm’s
guard animals are tax exemptions.)
There are good resources out there that provide
in-depth information to help first-time guardian
dog owners (see box). Here are a few essentials
for starting your pup. The breeder also should
provide you with good rearing advice.
An absolute requirement for training your puppy
is patience. Be prepared to accept or tolerate
delay, trouble, or suffering without getting angry
or upset.
Start in smaller confined space where the pup
will be safe. (A common initial bonding situation
is in a pen with bottle lambs of comparable size.)
Handle the pup liberally, but do not make a pet
of this dog! You want the dog to be a part of the
flock, and prefer their company.
You must remain the Alpha in all circumstances.
And that begins when you can gently roll the
puppy onto its back, putting it in a submissive
position. The pup as it grows should learn some
basic commands (sit, come, stop, and perhaps lie
down), and learn to walk on a lead with you. It
should learn to ride in your vehicle.
If the pup is not put with bottle lambs, introduce
a few ewes and lambs from your flock into the
pup’s space. Make sure they are ewes who will
protect their lambs. If no lambs are available,
substitute mature, easy tempered sheep. (Nix on
the flighty sheep that are likely to bounce off of
the walls if penned with the young dog.) Make
sure the pup has a “safe zone”—a refuge area,
such as a dog crate, to which it can retreat. (And
eat in peace—some ewes and lambs develop a
taste for dry dog food.)
As the puppy grows, slowly expand the
boundaries. Walk him or her around pasture
perimeters on leash. As an adolescent, it will
likely begin to “play” with livestock, and rough
play may end badly for the latter. A ewe may slam
a puppy who dares to paw or play-bite her young
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

lambs, but by two or
three months, the lambs
are more independent,
and your pup is larger
and heavier. Supervision
is important. (The
Texas Agrilife Extension
Facebook page has a
short video featuring
the precisely timed [and
very effective] use of an
air horn when young
guardian dogs start to
chase older goat kids.)
Timing of when the pups are with certain age
groups will make a difference as you work to
extinguish this behavior. Pairs of pups may do
better, playful with one another and not sheep.
Or the pup can have “dog time” with your
herding or pet dogs, as an outlet for that youthful
energy. Dawydiak and Sims encourage providing
toys for chewing and play.

Where is your puppy?
Wherever he or she can get
to. Plan ahead.

Some dogs may grow into escape artists (with
some breeds said to be more predisposed),
slipping through gates and climbing fences.
Mechanical solutions for this problem include
yokes or plastic tubs attached to the dog’s collar
with a 6-foot cord. Diggers are a harder problem.
You can offer shelter to the guardian dog, but
many won’t use it.
No matter how good the genetics are, your
patience and persistence in raising the dog will
dictate your success. “Well-bred guardian dogs
instinctively know what to do—it’s up to the
owner not to screw that up,” Wright concludes.
—Martha Polkey
Some resources
Livestock Guardian Dogs. R. Reid Redden, John M. Tomecek, and John
W. Walker, Texas A&M Agrilife Extension. This 8-page booklet provides a
good overview and good starting and management tips. The Texas Agrilife
Extension Facebook page also has a selection of short videos providing
useful tips on dealing with common issues of young dogs.
Livestock Protection Dogs: Selection, Care, and Training. Orysia
Dawydiak and David Sims. 2nd. ed. This is the classic book on guardian
breeds, with extensive information on breeds and history, all aspects of
behavior, training, and troubleshooting.
Learning about LGDs Facebook page. Popular place for new owners with
questions about rearing and addressing problems. Like other FB pages,
there is no lack of participants stepping up to express an opinion.
Maremma Sheepdog Club of America, http://www.maremmaclub.com/
maremma-faq.html, has good general advice that is relevant for all guardian
dog breeds.
"A Livestock Guardian Dog by Any Other Name: Similar Response to
Wolves Across Livestock Guardian Dog Breeds," by Daniel Kinka and
Julie K. Young, in Rangeland Ecology & Management, Vol. 71, Issue 4, July
2018, pp. 509-17. Describes research on breed differences in responding to
predator threats. Accessed at https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
abs/pii/S1550742418300526?via%3Dihub.
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T

he Virginia Forage and Grassland Council
plans to host the Basic Grazing School on
May 12-13, 2020, in Glade Spring, Virginia,
at the Southwest Virginia Ag Research and
Extension Center.

materials. In addition, the instructor will work
with each producer to begin developing a
customized grazing plan for their farms.

• matching forage quality & animal needs

If this grazing school must be postponed or
rescheduled due to the Coronavirus, your money
can be refunded in full.

This intensive grazing school has sold out the
past 5 years because it is such
Designed with beginning and
a popular course. The class size
Grazing
experienced producers in mind;
is limited to 25 producers, to
this 2-day, intensive course will
school set for enhance this personal learning
teach you everything you need to
experience. The registration fee
May 12-13
know to better manage grazing
includes two lunches, one dinner,
on your farm.
and course materials. Early bird
registration of $100 must be received by April
• forage identification and pasture assessment
28th, otherwise the cost is $125.
• pasture and grazing management
Email vfgcforages@gmail.com to obtain a
• designing a rotational grazing system
brochure/registration form. Make checks payable
to VFGC and mail your form and check to: 2020
• fencing and watering options
Grazing School, Margaret Kenny, 3599 Indian
• strategies to extend the grazing season
Oak Road, Crewe, VA 23930.
• understanding a forage budget.
Participants will have hands-on opportunities
to work with grazing tools and try out fencing

Easy reference guide for on-farm fecal testing
This is one side of a brochure available to assist
producers with on-farm fecal testing. Side two
includes a table of parasite characteristics and
effects, instructions for making a sugar-based
fecal flotation solution, preparing samples and

8

assessing parasite load from egg numbers.
It can be downloaded at https://www.merckanimal-health-usa.com/pdfs/cattle/18475_Worm_
Parasite_Atlas_tcm96-86736.pdf
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Lamb recipes from Nick Forrest
d Lamb

Crock Pot Pulle
Nick Forrest

At the 2020
Virginia Shepherds'
Symposium, the
former American
Lamb Board chair
prepared these
recipes at the
Virginia Tech meat
lab. Enjoy!
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money than paying someone to haul them up to
Greencastle or a to USDA processor.

Marketing

I

t’s not for everyone, but direct sales can be a
great way to sell what you produce. You are
allowed to self-slaughter an animal you own.
States and counties realize it is a huge benefit
to the farmer and consumer alike to allow this
arrangement on the farm. There are gray areas,
however, and difficulties can arise if such activity
appears on the public’s radar. It helps
ethnic to avoid scrutiny from suburbia and
officialdom.

Serving
communities
through on-farm
DIY slaughter
Peter Austin is an MSBA
Board member.

A couple years ago I gave a slide
show presentation of direct sales at a
Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
field day, and the gist was that there
is a passionate demand for farm animals in the
Washington metro area, and through finesse
you can move your animals and make more

One important thing to maintain when you’re
dealing with other cultures is your patience.
If you’ve ever been in another country, keep
in mind what it was like and how much you
appreciated the allowances that natives made for
you.
I began in the 1980s serving the Greek
community. They only wanted spring lambs
for Easter. These were folks that had emigrated
in the 1950s and 60s. In the 1990s the Islamic
community discovered us, and although they
had a few important holidays, there were various
celebrations that brought them back to the farm
throughout the year.
Then the Ethiopian Orthodox Christians started
coming and they became as much of a force to
be reckoned with as all the others. The Ethiopian
population in the metro area is said to be the
biggest outside of the homeland. For starters,
they have six holidays every year that require
fasting and often a feast at the end that requires
lamb or goat. I may be wrong on the specifics but
it amounts to a robust demand all, year, long.
Ethnic enclaves share info. Once your name is
in the pipeline, the word spreads. One handy

The rules, and where on-farm slaughter fits
There are four levels of meat inspection: federal
(U.S. Department of Agriculture), state, customexempt, and personal exemption (on-farm
slaughter).
1. Federal inspection. This is the "highest" level
of inspection. The meat from animals slaughtered
in a federally-inspected plant can be sold without
restrictions (anywhere and to anyone), so long as
the meat is properly labeled. Federal inspection
includes a pre- and post-mortem inspection of the
animal, along with extensive requirements for the
facility in which the animals are slaughtered.
2. State inspection. Though state-inspection
must be "at least equal to" federal inspection,
the meat from animals slaughtered in a stateinspected facility is usually limited to sales within
the state of slaughter. Just 27 states have state
meat inspection programs. The rest of the states
have turned meat inspection responsibilities over
to the federal government. Producers in these
states are subject to federal regulations and any
additional regulations imposed by their states or
counties.
3. Custom-exempt slaughter is exempt from
continuous inspection. Facilities have sanitary
and inspection requirements, but there is no preor port-mortem inspection of the animals. The
carcasses and meat from animals slaughtered
in a custom-exempt plant are stamped "not for
resale" and returned to the owner. Consumption
of the meat is limited to the owner and members
of his household and his nonpaying guests and
employees.
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4. Personal exemption slaughter. Federal and
state regulations provide a personal exemption,
which allows a farmer to slaughter an animal
(of his own raising). Similar to custom-exempt,
the meat must be consumed exclusively by the
owner and members of his household and his
nonpaying guests and employees.
This is where we enter the grey area of onfarm ethnic slaughter. States interpret USDA's
"personal exemption" differently. Neither USDA
nor most states address on-farm slaughter by
the buyer, with some exceptions. North Carolina
has passed legislation that expressly forbids onfarm slaughter by buyers. Vermont, by contrast,
permits such on-farm slaughter of up to 25
sheep. The farmer cannot assist in the slaughter
of the animals.
It can be argued—and absolutely has been—
that on-farm slaughter is a necessary practice in
some cultures and religions, and that prohibition
of on-farm slaughter prevents people from
practicing their religion. In some religions, the
"sacrifice" of the animal may be more important
than the meat itself. For example, in Islam,
the meat of the slaughtered animal on specific
religious holidays is divided into three portions
and shared with family, friends, and the poor.
Bottom line: Know what your local jurisdiction
(state and county) laws are.

Excerpted with permission from the Maryland
Small Ruminant Page, “In Defense of On-Farm
Slaughter: Legalities and Discussion.” Reprinted
with permission.
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The essentials of the site
set up by customers when
preparing to slaughter
for a Muslim holiday on
author Sandra Miller’s
farm include: a simple
butchering block and tackle
(A); sharp knives and a
manual bone saw (B); hose
(C); container for offal
(innards) for disposal (D);
container for edible entrails
(E) and a board or tarp
(F) to keep the carcass clean
after slaughter has begun.
[image from Nick Forrest's
presentation at the Virginia
Shepherds' Symposium]
mechanism I established was that every sale I
made was by appointment only. I fought the
uphill battle of having customers treat the clock
and calendar with respect and I did not tolerate
an unplanned visit.

one ever took the offer. It’s important to establish
a standard and stick to it. The appointment-only
protocol also allows you to tell a troublesome
customer that you have nothing available. Life is
too short.

Yes, it’s America where we have business hours
and vacations. But where so many immigrants
come from, there’s no start and stop time.
Everyone is hustling around the clock. Early, late,
you’ve got a cold, your dad died….business takes
priority. For me, a dry, colorless Yankee who’s
spoiled by modern American assumptions, it
was always a challenge to impose the importance
of setting a time and sticking to it. Similarly,
agreeing on a price was difficult. Bargaining
is a reflexive art and we Americans are rank
amateurs…so I never tried. I would always have
animals of different prices so if one was too dear,
the customer could choose a smaller critter at
lower cost. I stuck to my prices and a common
response to a lower offer was “how much money
would you like me to lose?” On more than one
occasion, a new customer was so insistent I
offered him (with great sympathy and apologies)
$5 for gas and a suggestion for him to leave. No

We’re so accustomed to our meat coming from
the supermarket individually wrapped and either
cold or frozen. What if your culture or religion
dictated that it was forbidden to eat a female
animal? How about one that rubbed elbows with
pigs? I’ve been to auctions where animals were
sold for slaughter and the poor blighters were one
step from roadkill. In modern America it’s a gift
to go to a farm the way you would in Senegal and
buy a lamb they can see is upright and healthy.
After the money is paid and the lamb is theirs,
they can slaughter it right there with a prayer
and then take the goods home for their family.
It’s a blessing for all. Most customers try to leave
the workspace tidy because they should want to
return. Some are clueless and leave a mess in their
wake. Keep notes.

Haggling with a difference
Nick Forrest shared with producers at his 2020
Virginia Shepherds' Symposium talk a new price
negotiation paradigm he uses with ethnic buyers
who persist with aggressive haggling over price.
Sample dialog:
He tells a prospective buyer the lamb's cost:
$100.
"$85," says the buyer.
Forrest gives it some thought. "$110," he says.
To the buyer's complaint that haggling does not
work that way, Forrest responds.
"It does around here," he said. "Time is money,
and you're taking up my time."
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

Practical matters
Privacy. It’s necessary to have on-farm slaughter
shielded from public view, and to give your
neighbors only as much information as they
can handle. I heard of a farm that offered direct
sales and DIY slaughter, but the word got out
and the local xenophobes made their opposition
known in a threatening manner. Another scenario
is that your neighbor loves all humanity but
happens to be a vegan fanatic or a PETA activist.
In my opinion, it’s far more humane to process
an animal where it lives. But face it, death ain’t
pretty.
Other threats to a reasonable farm trade include
bureaucratic sticklers. It’s thick hypocrisy that
state and county officials offer lip-service praises
for our illustrious farm heritage, but would render

 Marketing

A “niche” market?
A niche market implies
a small portion of
trade in a commodity.
But former American
Lamb Board Chairman
Nick Forrest, an Ohio
producer who focuses
on direct marketing
lamb, shared a few
statistics at the 2020
Virginia Shepherds’
Symposium in January
showing that “nontraditional” markets
account for almost half
of lamb consumption
in the United States.
(The statistics are from
a commissioned study
by Juniper Economic
Consulting, Inc.)
• The ethnic lamb
market was valued
at $72,317,774 with
1,075,165 head
slaughtered at an
average $103.48/
cwt. The ethnic lamb
market was defined as
relatively lightweight
lambs less than 100
pounds compared to the
average live weight at
slaughter of 140 pounds
in the commercial
market.
• An estimated
34,411,500 pounds
were produced for the
ethnic market that is not
accounted for in official
channels. At an average
65 pounds per lamb in
the ethnic market and a
carcass weight of 32.5
pounds, this comes to
an estimated 1,058,815
head in ethnic trade. In
addition, 10 percent of
state-inspected lamb
was assumed to go
to the ethnic market,
which was 16,350 head
in 2007.
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Marketing  your efforts impractical because of a yard-high

Marketing
Calendar
April 6

Special Lamb
Sale. Farmers
Livestock Exchange,
Winchester, VA. Takein 8-11 a.m. https://
farmerslivestockva.
com/index.php/
schedule

May 18

Special Lamb
Sale. Farmers
Livestock Exchange,
Winchester, VA. Takein 8-11 a.m. https://
farmerslivestockva.
com/index.php/
schedule

July 20

Special Lamb
Sale. Farmers
Livestock Exchange,
Winchester, VA. Takein 8-11 a.m. https://
farmerslivestockva.
com/index.php/
schedule

July 27

Special Lamb
Sale. Farmers
Livestock Exchange,
Winchester, VA. Takein 8-11 a.m. https://
farmerslivestockva.
com/index.php/
schedule

Tips for
selling at
the auctions

stack of regulations that cost time and money
to follow. Fortunately, the bureaucracy is understaffed, complaint-driven, and often sympathetic.
Whether it’s animal rights or nutrient
management, it’s important to obey the spirit of
the law as best you can.

was selling a mess of lambs in the course of a year.
Now I’m dialing back and spending more time at
the forge and less time wrestling critters. My first
Greek customers are rapidly aging out and their
kids don’t follow the old traditions. But there are
other cultures filling the niche, and the demand
for on-farm DIY slaughter is as vigorous as ever.

I have enjoyed what I do but even so, I’m feeling
the hand of Father Time on my shoulders. When
supported by relative youth, a perfect spouse, and
occasional help from my beautiful daughters, I

As I said in the beginning, it’s not for everyone,
but you can make a little money, it’s good
for the animals, and you are benefitting an
underappreciated community.

Ethnic holidays and some 2020 dates
Here is a rundown of ethnic holidays and what
customers look for at those times.
Easter
• Roman (April 8, 2020) and Greek (April 19,
2020) Christian holidays (date varies in spring)
• Fleshy lambs and kids 20-50 lb, milk-fed
• Greeks prefer them slightly larger and fat
Passover, begins April 8, 2020
• Jewish holiday (date varies in spring)
• 25-50 lb, milk-fed and fat
Rosh Hashanah, begins September 18, 2020
• Jewish holiday (date varies in fall)
• 50-100 lb
Cinco de Mayo
• Mexican Independence Day (May 5)
• 18-40 lb live weight
• Milk-fed lamb or kid
• Goat is also served at baptismal dinners yearround
Navadurgara (also called Navratra Dashara or
Dassai), October 17-25, 2020
• Hindu holiday honoring the goddess Durga
(date varies, fall)
• Male lambs and goats only
• Size depends on the number of people being
fed

I

f you opt for the auction route to market your
lambs (for the ethnic market or not), here
are some tips for getting the best prices, from
livestock order buyer and consultant Bob Herr
(taken from a 2002 presentation at the Virginia
Shepherds' Symposium).
• Make sure your animals are clean when they get
to the auction barn (without dirty behinds, etc.)
and make sure they do not get put into a filthy
pen. Dirty sheep will bring lower prices.
• Unaltered ram lambs sell at higher prices than
wethers. Undocked tails also have appeal in that
market (and add a few pounds).
• Mature sheep that are shorn will bring better
prices than full-fleeced ones (unless they are very
fat or very thin).
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• Call the managers of the terminal markets, and
ask them their opinion on the best time to market

Id al-Fitr (Feast of the Fast Breaking signaling
the end of Ramadan), May 24, 2020
• Month-long fast practiced by Muslims (date
varies according Islamic calendar and the new
moon)
• Male lambs and goats, 50-80 lb live weight
Id al-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice), July 31,
2020
• Muslim holiday follows Id al-Fitr by 70 days
• Unblemished, fully intact male lambs and
goats, 60-100 lb live weight
Christmas
• Numerous ethnic groups
• 20-45 lb live weight
• Milk-fed lamb or kid
Caribbean Holidays
• Several Caribbean holidays occur during the
month of August
• Large, smelly buck goats preferred
Chinese New Year, February 12, 2021
• Occurs according to the Chinese calendar,
usually January or February
• 60-80 lb live weight
From an article by Sandra Kay Miller (Painted Heart Farm,
Newburg, Pennsylvania), accessed at http://www.newfarm.
org /features/2006/0606/ethnicgoatmrk/ miller.shtml.

your lambs. They know what “buy” orders have
come in, will remember that you asked, and will
try to make sure you do well (or it will reflect on
them).
• Grouping your lambs according to size also helps
boost the price: 35–55 pounds, 60–80 pounds,
80–100 pounds, and over 100 pounds. A glance
at sheep auction reports will tell you that smaller,
younger lambs generally bring a higher price per
hundredweight.
• Livestock generally sells in the order that it
comes into the auction, and early prices are
usually higher than later ones, so get your lambs
to the auction site relatively early.
• Not weaning lambs before they go to market
helps them retain the “bloom” that buyers like.
• Fat sheep and goats don’t sell well.
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, Winter 2020

L

ivestock sales facilities in the Mid-Atlantic
are altering procedures in the face of the
Covid-19 pandemic.

• On sale day, only buyers should attend.

 Marketing

• If sellers need an order buyer for their livestock,
they are asked to call the office (540-667-1023).

As a result of Virginia's announced limits on
• If consignors wish to pick up checks rather
public attendance, state auctions
than having them sent by mail
also will be making changes.
Pandemic
following the sale, they should
Farmers Livestock Exchange
the office; the check will be
spurs changes call
in Winchester, Virginia, has
brought to the parking lot.
announced guidelines for its
at auction • The cafeteria will be open for
upcoming auctions.
carryout only.
houses
The auctions still will take place,
New Holland Sales Stable has
with the following changes:
announced similar rules (e.g., only buyers to
• After delivering livestock, all consignors should
attend sales).
return home instead of remaining at the facility.

F

armers markets remain open in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia, with
recommendations and rules in place for operating
during the coronavirus pandemic.

The Maryland Department of Agriculture
guidelines include promoting social distancing,
adding more hand sanitizer/washing stations, and
increasing touch surface cleaning.

Restrictions are tightest in Virginia, where
occupancy is restricted to not more than 10
customers at a given time.

A March 20 article in the Delmarva Farmer
reported on the efforts of some producers:

The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture has
posted online guidance for that state’s vendors,
which encourages offering delivery, pickup, and
drive-through options, pre-packaging produce
and other products to sharply limit handling of
food and touching of surfaces, along with stepped
up sanitation procedures.
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“In Kent County, the Chestertown Farmers’
Market saw record sales on March 14 with most
vendors selling out, according to market manager
Julie King. ‘Every vendor had hand sanitizer or
gloves and the customers were also practicing
good hygiene and super grateful that the
market was still open,’ King said. ‘It was super
encouraging to see the community support the
farmers and the local economy.’”

Farmers
markets
continue
during
Covid-19
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 Convention, continued from p. 1

Maryland news
Maryland
Festival is
cancelled

J

ust when the big final push of Maryland
Sheep & Wool Festival preparations was to
commence—catalog mailings, website updates,
online ticket sales, with seminar registrations,
and sheep show entries humming along—MSBA
and Festival boards and staff were forced into an
immediate about-face, first making contingency
plans for both cancelling and not cancelling,
before the final decision was made.
“The ultimate decision to cancel the Festival felt
like a gut-punch,” wrote MSWF general manager
Kris Thorne in an email to Festival Committee
members. “I am at times experiencing the same
grief as if a close relative had died, and I am
probably not alone.”

Jeff will be working on the Lamb Promotion
Grant as soon as the application becomes
available.
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain the
Wool Outreach Grant this year—but we will
apply next year for sure.
I came away from the
convention with some
new perspective on
industry differences
from east to west. Yes, we are a small state with
small numbers of sheep in comparison to the
big boys out west. But we are not suffering
from all the economic issues and global trade
ramifications that they are.

She isn’t. The announcement on the Festival's
Facebook page was widely shared and by March
20 had been seen by almost 84,000 people, 4,476
viewers providing reactions and 238 adding
comments.

We continue to have a niche market for our
lamb, wool, and pelts. We are fortunate to have
large ethnic populations nearby that are eager
to purchase our lambs and older animals at
premium prices—markets mostly unavailable
to Western producers. They may grow most of
the nation’s lamb, but the East is where most
of it is eaten. And much of its remaining wool
processing infrastructure is here too.

The catalogs had already been printed and were
on the verge of being mailed. Following requests
for copies as a “keepsake,” it was decided to mail
them to those who had placed orders. You can
order one online at https://mswf2020.eventbrite.
com/. Sales will help offset the printing costs.

Despite our differences, we unite to increase the
health and profitability of our industry. We are
farm flock owners and ranchers with the needs
of the entire industry to consider. And so in
solidarity with our fellow producers we will visit
legislators on Capitol Hill in March.

Also, the online ”donate" option is open for those
who want to make a donation to help offset the
expenses that went into planning the Festival so
far, as well as any fees it may incur because of the
unanticipated cancellation.

At the convention ASI delegates discussed,
refined, and voted on resolutions on some
high-priority issues (particularly concerning
appropriations in the upcoming budget) that
we are taking to Washington. Emily and I
again will be attending this fly-in as we did last
year. I’ll report on those meetings in the spring
issue. I'm happy to share the information sheets
on the policies we discussed; contact me at
patriciasanville@gmail.com for electronic copies.

The Festival Committee is now making plans
for MSWF weekend that it hopes will keep the
communal Festival spirit alive, including an
online vendor marketplace and a virtual fleece
show and sale. Details remain to be fleshed out.
The committee is open to other suggestions;
online shepherds workshops might be a
possibility.
There are plans to satisfy the desire for Festival
gear; what the design will be is under discussion
(the printing order had not been placed at the
time of cancellation).
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Sheep and Wool Festival and now will be used
at the seminar day. Funds granted through the
Scrapie Eradication Outreach Program will be
used to educate producers about and promote
participation in this important endeavor.

I have also asked Jeff to nominate me to the ASI
Legislative Committee, as I feel this is where I
can best serve our state.
ASI has placed a number of convention
presentations on its website. Go to sheepusa.
org, hover over the events tab, and click on “past
convention presentations” to access them.
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like us!

Join the

The Maryland Sheep Breeders Association Board of
Directors meets every other month. Meetings are open
to members. For minutes of meetings, contact the MSBA
Secretary (see p. 15). 2020 meeting dates: Feb. 3, April
2, June 1, Sept. 14, Oct. 9, Dec. 7.

Membership application

Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
Name:
Farm Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Phone:
Email:
 Please include me in the MSBA Breeders Directory.
Web URL:
Breed(s):				

No. Ewes:

Send form and $25 check made payable to MSBA to Kris Thorne,
Membership Chair, 1130 Martin Drive, Westminster, MD 21157.
She will contact you for additional information for the breeders
directory and online profile.

Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
...and become part of an active organization that sponsors the
Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival (the premier event of its kind
in the nation), Sheep Shearing School, various youth activities,
and a variety of educational functions.
You can join and pay online at http://marylandsheepbreeders.
org, and fill out your member profile page. If you prefer to
register by mail, fill out the form at left and mail with your $25
check.
Here are sponsored events and activities for 2020
• March 13-14: Beginning Shearing School
• TBD: Shepherds Seminar Day
• May 2-3: Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival CANCELLED
• October 9: Annual Meeting & Dinner
As a member you will:
• join an active and friendly community of shepherds.
• receive the quarterly Maryland Sheep News and keep up on
events, get educational articles, and have a local place to advertise.
• pay a reduced commission on all fleeces sold at the Maryland
Sheep & Wool Festival Fleece Show & Sale.
• receive free admission to the Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival
and be mailed a free copy of the catalog.
• Be able to promote your farm or business through a free profile
page on the MSBA website.
Annual membership/subscription fee: $25. The membership year
runs from October through September. Dues for membership
received prior to June 1, 2020, will be accepted as paid through
September 30, 2020. Dues received on or after June 1 will be
accepted as paid through September 30, 2021.

